SPECIFICATIONS:

VERTICAL BLINDS

Product Highlights & Considerations
PVC Verticals are durable and easy to care for and the vinyl louvers provide
complete privacy when closed. PVC comes in sculpted styles, bold colors, and
textures. We offer 2 styles of PVC – traditional crown and S-curve; both are flame
resistant and water resistant.
Fabric Verticals add a touch of softness to a functional window treatment. Light
filtering patterns will softly diffuse incoming light, while room darkening patterns will
block out most light. Most fabrics (except Macrame and Palace) can be inserted into
a vinyl groover for even greater light control and this has the added benefit of
providing a neutral streetside appearance.
Color Matching
We recommend ordering all blinds at the same time to ensure the best dye lot match.
Louvers / Vanes Only
Vertical Blinds consist of vanes that attach to moving carriers inside of the vertical
headrail. The blind height is based on the overall measurement from the top of the
headrail to the bottom of the louver. Louvers will measure less than the blind ordered
height.
• Vane length for an inside mount blind will measure 2 1/4” less than ordered height
on VX200 headrail and 2” less than ordered height on Vistec headrail.
• Vane length for an outside mount blind will measure 1 3/4” less than ordered height
on VX200 headrail and 1 1/2” less than ordered height on Vistec headrail.
• Vanes only must be ordered using the exact slat length. It is best to measure an
existing vane or you can determine the vane size by subtracting the allowances stated
above from an overall blind height measurement.
S-Curve Vanes
S-Curve vanes are NOT reversible. Right or Split Draw, the high (convex) side of the
vane is to the right of the vane stem hole. Left Draw only, the high (convex) side is to
the left of the vane stem hole.

Product Specifications & Limitations
Standard Blinds

Angle Top Blinds

Minimum width:

6”

Minimum width:

24”

Minimum height:

12”

Minimum height:

24”

Maximum width:

240”

Maximum width:

144”

Maximum height:

144”

Maximum height:

120”

Stack Options
All vertical headrails (except Off Center Draw option) are completely
reversible. Simply turn the track around and change the position of your
stack and/or control. When the controls are located on the right side of the
window, the rotation chain is in front while the traverse cord is in the back.
The control placement is opposite when the control is on the left side of the
window opening.
One-way Draw = stack and controls
on the same side of the headrail.
Stacks to the left or the right.

Reverse One-way Draw = controls
are on the opposite side of the
headrail from the stack.

Split Draw = vanes stack equally on both sides of the
headrail. Controls can be on the left or the right.
Reverse Center Draw = vanes stack
to the center of the headrail. Control
can be on the left or the right.

S-Curve verticals use matching standard crowned slat for valance insert.

Off-Center Draw = Vanes stack unequally on both
sides of the headrail, distance of draw is limited to
the short side.

